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Mies’s Representations as Zeitwille: Großstadt between Impersonality and Autonomous Individual  

This paper focuses on the relationship between Zeitwille and impersonality in Mies van der Rohe’s 

“Baukunst und Zeitwille”.1 It sheds light on the phenomenon of inhabitants distancing themselves from the 
chaos of the city, a particular effect of Mies’s interiors, associating this aspect of Mies’s way of representing 

interiors with his belief in the autonomous individual and his conviction that in “town and city living [...] privacy 

is a very important requirement”.2 (Fig. 1) The ambiguity of his simultaneous interest in impersonality and 

the autonomous individual is pivotal for understanding the tension between universality and individuality in 

his thought. Mies believed in the existence of a universal and generally understandable visual language. 

His interiors function as fields within which the subjects are autonomous individuals, and as mechanisms 

permitting to overcome the tension – characterising the modern metropolis – between the frenetic city and 
the private bourgeois dwelling. They could be perceived as indoor fragments of the metropolis. The way he 

represented his interiors, blending linear perspective and photomontage, intensifies the sensation of leaving 

behind the chaos of the metropolis. According to Dan Hoffman, the representational ambiguity produced by 

the visualisation strategies elaborated by Mies provokes a non-possibility to take the distance that is inherent 

in the use of perspective and in the way the viewer sees images produced using perspective representation3. 

The contrast between the discreet symmetrical fond with the grid and the non-symmetrical organisation of 

the intense surfaces and artworks that are placed on it activates a non-unitary sensation in the way the 

observers perceive the Mies’s drawings, which is in opposition with the unitary dimension of Erwin Panof-
sky’s understanding of perspective. Mies, due to the ambiguity that is produced thanks to his visualisation 

strategies, overcomes Panofsky’s conception of the linear perspective apparatus as a “Will to Unification”4. 

As Manfredo Tafuri claims, in “Theatre as a Virtual City: From Appia to the Totaltheater”, the stagelike 

experience of Mies’s interiors is related to a specific attitude of the inhabitant towards the metropolis.5 Tafuri 

relates Mies’s interiors to a specific kind of “negativeness” towards the metropolis, which brings to mind 

what Georg Simmel called “blasé attitude”6. He draws a parallel between the visitors’ experience in Mies’s 
Barcelona Pavilion and stage experience, as understood by the Swiss architect and theorist of stage lighting 

and décor Adolphe Appia, who, as we can understand by reading his text entitled “Ideas on a Reform of our 
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Mise en Scène”7, intended to reinvent stage design, through light and actors’ movement in space. The 
reinvention of spatial experience through the movement of users is a characteristic of the Barcelona Pavil-

ion. According to Tafuri, the exact quality that is a common parameter of Mies and Appia’s approach is the 

effect of rhythmic geometries on how space is perceived and experienced. Tafuri claims that the mise en 

scène of a stagelike experience by Mies in the Barcelona Pavilion activates a specific kind of perception of 

the relation between the spatial experience of the interior of the Barcelona Pavilion and the city. The Barce-

lona Pavilion, according to Tafuri, rejects the “attempts to synthesize ‘the trick and the soul.’”8 He associates 

the sensation of “the impossibility of restoring ‘syntheses’”, which is provoked by the perception of the interior 
of the Barcelona Pavilion as an “empty place of absence”, with a specific kind of “negativeness” towards the 

metropolis that could be interpreted as a mise en suspension of the synthesis or suspended perception, 

which brings to mind Robin Evans’ remark that in the case of Mies’s Barcelona Pavilion “[t]he elements are 

assembled, but not held together”9.  

A trait of Mies’s interior perspective representations, especially during the first decade after he moved to the 

United States, is the avoidance of the representation of human figures. Tafuri analyses the effect of non-

resolved emptiness of space produced by Mies’s Barcelona Pavilion, noting: “In the absolute silence, the 
audience at the Barcelona Pavilion can thus ‘be reintegrated’ with that absence”10. The fact that Mies pre-

ferred the observers of his images and the users of his spaces not to meet other people while they mentally 

visualised or physically experienced his spaces shows that he prioritised the solitary experience of space. 

The sensation of meditation and of taking distance from the chaotic rhythms of metropolitan life was rein-

forced by this choice. Walter Riezler, in “Das Haus Tugendhat in Brünn” – published in 1931 in Die Form, 

the official journal of the Werkbund – juxtaposed the experience based on a conception of the house as a 

“living machine” (“machine à habiter”), as defined by Le Corbusier, with the experience of the interior space 
of Mies’s Villa Tugendhat, noting: 

no one can escape from the impression of a particular, highly developed spirituality, which reigns in these rooms, 

a spirituality of a new kind, however, tied to the present in particular ways and which is entirely different therefore 

from the spirit that one might encounter in spaces of earlier epochs... This is not a “machine for living in”, but a 

house of true “luxury”, which means that it serves highly elevated needs, and does not cater to some “thrifty”, 

somehow limited life style.11 

Riezler’s article provoked the reactions of Justus Bier, Roger Ginsburger and Grete and Fritz Tugendhat, 
who also published articles commenting on the same building in the same journal. What these exchanges 

reveal is that Mies’s Villa Tugendhat activated a new mode of inhabiting domestic space. Bier, in his pro-

vocative article entitled “Can one live in the Tugendhat House?” (“Kann man im Haus Tugendhat wohnen?”) 

associated the living experience in the Villa Tugendhat with an ostentatious living (“Paradewohnen”) and a 

representational living (“Ausstellungswohnen”). According to him, the special characteristic of this new mode 

of inhabitation was its capacity “to lead a kind of representational living (“Ausstellungswohnen”) and even-

tually overwhelm the inhabitants’ real lives”12. Grete and Fritz Tugendhat, Mies’s clients and first inhabitants 
of the house, responded to Bier and Ginsburger’s critiques, asserting that their experience of the spaces of 
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the Tugendhat house was “overwhelming but in a liberating sense.” They related the liberating force of the 
space of the house to its austerity, claiming that “[t]his austerity makes it impossible to spend your time just 

relaxing and letting yourself go, and it is precisely this being forced to do something else which people, 

exhausted and left empty by their working lives, need and find liberating today.”13 

It would be interesting to juxtapose the concept of the “living machine” (“machine à habiter”) in Le Corbu-

sier’s thought and that of the “meditating machine” (“machine à méditer”) in Mies’s approach, borrowing the 

latter expression from Richard Padovan’s text entitled “Machine à Méditer”, where the author claims that 
Mies desired to convert buildings into objects of meditation14. The following words by Mies confirm his desire 

to create objects that pushed him to think and to further activate his intellect: “I want to examine my thoughts 

in action.... I want to do something in order to be able to think.”15 One could relate the “representational 

living” (“Ausstellungswohnen”), described by Bier to Mies’s desire concerning the capacity of space to fur-

ther stimulate the intellect through “action”. The attention paid by Mies to the intellect becomes evident in 

an interview he gave to some students of the School of Design of North Carolina State College, in 1952: 

“The shock is emotional but the projection into reality is by the intellect”16. Mies understood “Baukunst” as 

an action given that he considered it to be a result of the “Zeitwille”17. “Zeitwille” implies a state of continuous 
becoming and a state of action. Mies’s understanding of “Baukunst” as “Zeitwille” is characterised by the 

following ambiguity: on the one hand, it shows that Mies was attracted by man’s capacity to convert his 

spiritual energy into something tangible, such as a building, and, on the other hand, it demonstrates that he 

was interested in the impact that products of human creation can have on civilisation. This is very close to 

the binary relationship between “subjective life” and the “its contents”, as described by Simmel, in “On the 

Concept and the Tragedy of Culture”, where the author examines the “radical contrast: between subjective 

life, which is restless but finite in time, and its contents, which, once they are created, are fixed but timelessly 
valid”18.  

Simmel also analyses how culture can help us resolve the dualism between object and culture. Mies’s in-

sistence on the importance of the understanding of architectural praxis as an expression of civilisation and 

the fact that he perceived architecture as an act in “the realm of significance”19 are compatible with Simmel’s 

theory. Mies until his late days believed that “architecture must stem from sustaining and driving forces of 

civilisation.”20 He was convinced that if the architect, during the procedure of concretising his ideas, man-

ages to capture the “driving forces of civilization” and convert them into a space assemblage through the 
process of “Baukunst”, then the products of human intellect – the architectural artefacts – can acquire a 

universally and timelessly valid effect on the human intellect. For Mies, in order to achieve this timeless and 

universal validity, the architect had to grasp the specificity of the “Zeitwille”. 

Georg Simmel examines the notion of objectivity in “On the Concept and the Tragedy of Culture” and “The 

Stranger” among other texts. In the former, he associates the “potentialities of the objective spirit” with the 

fact that it “possesses an independent validity”. He claims that this independent validity makes possible its 
re-subjectivisation after “its successful objectification”. For him, the wealth of the concept of culture “consists 
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in the fact that objective phenomena are included in the process of development of subjects, as ways or 
means, without, thereby losing their objectivity”21. One could make the hypothesis that Mies understands 

“Baukunst” as an objective means, believing that only if “Baukunst” is based on objectifiable, impersonal 

and generalizable processes of representation and fabrication invite the subject to appreciate their visual 

interaction with the built artefact. Mies, in “Baukunst und Zeitwille”, associates “Zeitwille” with impersonality, 

declaring: “These buildings are by their very nature totally impersonal. They are our representatives of the 

will of the epoch. This is their significance. Only so could they become symbols of their time.” He also affirms: 

“The building-art can only be unlocked from a spiritual centre and can only be understood as a life process” 

22. The German and original version of this aphorism is: “Baukunst ist raumgefaßter Zeitwille”, while the term 

“Zeitwille” expresses simultaneously a Schopenhauerian “will of the age” and a “will of time”. A characteristic 

of the concept of “Zeitwille” that should not be overlooked is the fact that it is always in a state of becoming. 

The process of “Baukunst” is, thus, perceived by Mies as being in a permanent state of becoming and, for 

this reason, is conceived as a crystallisation of an epoch. Mies declares in “Bürohaus”, published in the first 

issue of the journal G: 

We reject every aesthetic speculation, every doctrine, and every formalism.  

The art of building is the will of our time captured in space. 

Living. Changing. New. 

Not yesterday, not tomorrow, only today can be formed. 

Only this practice of building gives form. 

Create the form from the nature of the task with the means of our time. 

That is our task.23 (Fig. 2) 

In “The Preconditions of Architectural Work”, Mies claims that “[t]he act of the autonomous individual be-

comes ever more important”24. As Robin Schuldenfrei notes, the “phenomenon, of the inhabitant set apart 
from his surroundings, was a particular effect of Mies’s interiors”. Schuldenfrei associates this aspect of 

Mies’s way of representing interiors with his belief “in the autonomous individual”25. The place of the “auton-

omous individual” in Mies’s thought is an aspect that needs to be examined attentively, if we wish to under-

stand the ambiguity between universality and individuality in his thought. Mies gives credence to the acts of 

the autonomous individual, but mistrusts the endeavour to “express individuality in architecture”, as is evi-

dent when he affirms that “[t]o try to express individuality in architecture is a complete misunderstanding of 

the problem”26. The individual’s autonomy preoccupied not only Mies, but Simmel as well, who introduces 
“The Metropolis and Mental Life” with the following phrase: “The deepest problems of modern life derive 

from the claim of the individual to preserve the autonomy and individuality of his existence in the face of 

overwhelming social forces, of historical heritage, of external culture, and of the technique of life.”27  

Regarding the Barcelona Pavilion, Mies held the following claim: “I must say that it was the most difficult 

work which ever confronted me, because I was my own client; I could do what I liked.”28 Frank Lloyd Wright, 

in a letter he sent to Mies in 1947, wrote: “the Barcelona Pavilion was your best contribution to the original 
“Negation””29. Mies responded to this letter telling Wright: “About “Negation” – I feel that you use this word 
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for qualities that I find positive and essential”30 (Fig. 3). We could make the hypothesis, however, that the 
“original ‘Negation’” to which Wright refers in his letter is related to the fact that the Barcelona Pavilion 

constitutes a reaction “against both classical and modern […] simultaneously and in extremis”31, as Robin 

Evans suggests. Through the design of this building Mies expressed his rejection of both symmetry and 

asymmetry. Tafuri, analysing this building, refers to the “‘negativeness’ towards metropolis” and interprets 

its “‘signs’ as devoid of meaning”32. Wright’s comment on the contribution of Mies’s Pavilion “to the original 

“Negation”” and Tafuri’s remark regarding the “negativenesss” of Mies’s stance towards metropolis might 

seem an oxymoron if we think that “[t]he Elementary design proclaimed by the Berlin circle around Mies, 
Ludwig Hilberseimer and Hans Richter outwardly promoted an unconditionally affirmative, yes-saying atti-

tude toward reality”33. The “negativeness” towards metropolis, to which Tafuri refers in the above-mentioned 

article, brings to mind the phenomenon of claustrophobia produced by Mies’s collages for the Resor House 

project, which Martino Stierli has analysed in “Mies Montage”34 among other issues. The dimension of 

berührungsangst in Mies’s representations is intensified during the first years of his life in the United States. 

Simmel’s understanding of berührungsangst as the fear for public spaces could be related to claustrophobic 

aspect of Mies’s representation. For Mies, “Baukunst” functioned as an antidote to the complexity and the 

chaos of metropolis. Francesco Dal Co associates Mies’s approach to Nietzsche’s “Beyond Good and 
Evil”35, associating the conflict between the arete (αρετή) of operari and its historical determination in Nie-

tzsche’s thought with the tension between architecture and “Baukunst” in Mies’s thought. Mies understood 

“Baukunst” as an expression of spirit and “[a]rchitecture [as] […] the real battleground of the spirit”36 (Fig. 

4), and elaborated the term “Baukunst” to capture the practice of building as a spiritualised art. 
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Figure 1. Mies van der Rohe, letter to Stefano Desideri, 29 January 1962. Credit: Mies van der Rohe papers, Box 4, Folder “Personal 
Correspondence 1930-69 D” Manuscripts Division, Library of Congress, Washington, DC.  
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Figure 2. Page from G: Material zur elementaren Gestaltung, no. 1 (1923). 

 

39

Fig. 5: Page from G: Material zur elementaren Gestaltung, no. 1 (1923).
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Figure 3. Mies van der Rohe, Letter to Frank Lloyd Wright, 25 November 1947. Credit: Mies van der Rohe papers, Box 60, Folder 
“Wright, Frank Lloyd 1944-69”. Manuscripts Division, Library of Congress. 

 
Figure 2. Mies van der Rohe, Letter to Frank Lloyd Wright, 25 November 1947. Credit: Mies van der 
Rohe papers, Box 60, Folder “Wright, Frank Lloyd 1944-69”. Manuscripts Division, Library of Congress, 
Washington, DC.  
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Figure 1.128. Mies van der Rohe, Letter to Frank Lloyd Wright, 25 November 1947. Credit: Mies van 
der Rohe papers, Box 60, Folder “Wright, Frank Lloyd 1944-69”. Manuscripts Division, Library of 
Congress, Washington, DC. 
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Figure 4. Mies van der Rohe’s drafts for speeches. Credit: Ludwig Mies van der Rohe papers, BOX 61. Manuscripts division, Library 
of Congress, Washington, DC. 
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was my whole object”  (fig. 1.114 & fig. 1.115). 420
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Figure 1.112. Mies van der Rohe’s drafts for speeches. Credit: Ludwig Mies van der Rohe papers, 
BOX 61. Manuscripts division, Library of Congress, Washington, DC. 
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der Rohe papers, Manuscripts division, Library of Congress.
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